High School Science Fair

In Nova Scotia, high school science fairs can be difficult to manage inside the classroom due to the system being semestered. I am a teacher at Riverview High School and we have developed our science fair to function outside the classroom.

Our students that are enrolled in the Advanced Program are the students who participate in our school science fair. These students are sometimes combined in classes with non advanced students and this complicates the matter even more.

We have four teachers who are advisors to these students and each student is assigned to an advisor based on the subject of study, such as biology, chemistry, physics or other.

For more information you can follow the link to the Riverview High School Science Fair Website and you can contact either:
Jennifer Moss – jennmoss@nspes.ca
Jim Burke – jimburke@nspes.ca

All documents related to the RHS science fair can be found at:

http://rhsssciencefair.cbvrsbteachers.ednet.ns.ca/